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Abstract

This research examined the issue related to farmers’ adaptation towards climate change phenomenon, specifically for farmers whose main commodity was shallot, in Larangan, a village in Larangan Sub District, Brebes District. The purpose of this research was to understand the adaptation strategies, which were done by the shallot farmers in their planting field, toward the climate change phenomenon. The study used a combined method (qualitative and quantitative method). The result of this research showed that the adaptation strategies of shallot farmers toward climate change on direct case consisted of several aspects; cultivation aspect (changing the planting pattern, using the pump, changing the land management, and increasing the utilization of pesticide), agricultural financing aspect (storing shallot in para-para), and cultural diversification aspect (horizontal diversification/planting other commodities and seasonal transmigration). While on the indirect case, there were several strategies grouped by aspects of; cultivation aspect (using the superior seed), and agricultural diversification aspect (merantau).
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1 Introduction

Agriculture is a sector that is agitated towards the negative effects of climate change. It happens because it depends mostly on climate and weather, especially in developed countries [1]. Agriculture in developed countries is influenced by two factors, they are (1) lack of physical and non-physical infrastructures to prevent the negative effects of climate change phenomenon; and (2) the tendency of climate change which relatively occurs in most equatorial regions or developed countries including Indonesia [1].

Adaptation is identified as one of the policy strategies in decreasing the negative effects of climate change [1, 2]. Adaptation towards climate change can be planned or carried out autonomously (spontaneously). The spontaneous action is the unconscious adaptation towards climate stimulation. It is triggered by the use of natural system ecology and is triggered by the market of welfare changes in the human system [3]. The forms of adaptations used in farming are the use of the new variety of plant and livestock which are more suitable with the dry condition; irrigation; plant diversification;
mixed farming system (plant and livestock); and the alteration of planting time \([2, 4, 5]\).

Several kinds of research on farmers’ adaptation towards climate change have been conducted, but the researchers limit their research only on the farming commodity in general. The examples of those researches are conducted by Nurasa and Iqbal \([6]\), Husena \([7]\), Ifeaniobi et al. \([8]\), and Deressa et al. \([9]\). Those researches describe the forms of adaptation by farmers in food crops commodities. In addition to food crops, Kurniawati \([10]\) in the previous study examined the adaptation towards climate change by vegetable farmers in general. Moreover, Oyekale and Oladele \([11]\) also conducted research on adaptation to climate change by chocolate farmers. The research describes the influenced factors of adaptation to climate change by chocolate farmers. Unfortunately, the study has not examined the forms of farmers’ adaptation and knowledge.

According to the description previously, researches about adaptation towards climate change in farmers who grow typical commodities in Indonesia is still rare. Consequently, it is important to conduct the research about adaptation strategy towards climate change on local commodities.

The research is conducted in Larangan, a village in Larangan Sub District, Brebes District where the farmers produce one of the biggest shallot commodities in Brebes. The study aims to find out the shallot farmers’ adaptation to climate change as one of the local commodities in Larangan Village, Larangan Sub District, Brebes District.

2 Methods

The location of the study was determined purposively in Larangan Village, Larangan Sub District, Brebes District. The selection of this location is done because Larangan District is one of the production centers of shallot in the Brebes District. In addition, the farmers in Larangan Village are active in following agricultural extension/information activities (based on information from extension staff), so it is necessary to see how far the shallot farmers’ adaptation behavior to climate change phenomenon that occurs in the area of cultivation.

Data collection techniques were conducted by structured interviews, in-depth interviews and also field observation. In-depth interviews conducted to determine the respondent’s behavior in the adaptation by asking the farmers about the strategic process and form of their cultivation. Observation techniques were conducted by recording and observing farmers’ adaptation directly to obtain accurate data about how the practice of shallot farming and farmers’ adaptation to climate change.

There were 99 respondents. This number was attained from the calculation of 14,500 household heads of the farmers using the Taro Yamane sampling formula from Taro Yamane \([12]\) with a 10% error rate \((d = 0.1)\). Descriptive statistics using SPSS program was done to analyze the data. Data collection was conducted in May-August 2013.

The data required in this study is taken by determining the research variables. Then the variables were taken down to sub-variables as measured to the type of data. The list of Variable Operationalization is presented in Table 1.
3 Result and Discussion

3.1 Farmer’s Adaptation Strategies Towards Climate Change

Based on interviews and observations, there are three groups of farmers’ adaptation strategies, namely: (1) Direct adaptation due to climate change, (2) Indirect adaptation due to climate change, and (3) Adaptation that is not done by respondents not because of climate change. Based on the operationalization of variables referring to Below et al. [13], a study was conducted on 4 aspects, namely agricultural cultivation aspect, agriculture financing aspect, agricultural diversification aspect, and knowledge aspect and agricultural social network.

3.1.1 Agricultural Cultivation Aspect

Based on interviews and observations with farmers and agricultural extension workers in the study sites, not all adaptation strategies in the agricultural cultivation aspects based on the literature were practiced for reasons of adaptation to the impacts of climate change. Adaptation strategies undertaken by farmers due to climate change conditions (especially climate change occurring at rising temperatures, rainfall, rainy days) are changing cropping patterns, using irrigation systems and water pumps, transforming soil tillage, and using chemical pesticides.
3.1.1 Changing Cropping Pattern

The planting pattern that is usually done by farmers is paddy-shallot-shallot. However, because of the uncertain wind and rainfall conditions, some farmers change the cropping pattern to paddy-paddy-shallot-shallot or sweet corn-shallot-shallot-shallot-paddy. Changes in cropping patterns are conducted for two reasons: the changing climate variables and the high price of shallot seeds. And it is likely that both can be interrelated reasons.

Since 2007, climatic conditions in Larangan Village are uncertain. Rainfall and rainy days in the agricultural area of Larangan Village have increased relatively. In addition, the beetle wind relatively rarely blows. The beetle wind is a mainstay wind for shallot farmers which can give a positive influence on the growth of shallot. The wind helps the farmers in maintaining the temperature in the cultivation area of shallot by keeping it dry and not too moist. The uncertain climate conditions are often found throughout July – August 2010.

Adaptation by changing cropping pattern does not occur in some farmers in Larangan Village. There are 41.4% of respondents of shallot farmers, especially those with large capital (which includes farmers with the land area above 1 Ha and a small number of farmers with a land area of 0.51-1 Ha), decide to continue to plant shallot throughout the season. They do this because the sale price of shallot at this time is quite higher compared to the previous years. They do not care if the tonnage of shallot will be decreased in the rainy season because of economic motivation. They will get a higher selling price advantage from the cultivation of shallot rather than the cultivation of paddy. Their strategy to reduce the risk of lower shallot tonnage due to the disease is by provisioning of pesticides more frequently which means it will raise the cost especially for the purchase of pesticide drugs.

3.1.1.2 Usage of Superior Seeds

Most respondents (93,3%) use superior seeds of Bima shallots. Related to the climate response, especially from the weather aspect, Bima shallot has a short life of cropping. It can be cropped after 60 days of planting. Planting Bima shallot will be more advantageous for farmers to minimize the risk of cropping failure. For example, the shallot farmers had a loss since 2005, when the rainy season was longer than usual. It made the farmers had to wait until 3 months to cultivate the crops.

However, Bima shallot also has its weakness. It cannot resist when it is stored for at least 2 months. When it is stored for more than 2 months, it will be rotten or grow leaves. In reality, the common variety of shallot found in the market is Bima shallot, thus the farmers have no choice except to plant Bima shallot.

The strategy of superior seeds usage according to Below et al. [13] is one of the adaptation strategies towards climate change in the management of agricultural cultivation aspect. The strategy uses the benefit of technology such as seeding technology. However, not all country or region have engineered the superior seeds which can resist the negative effect of climate change. In this study of this Larangan Village, the adaptation of superior seeds usage was not adapted in other countries.

Based on the information gained from the informants, a special variety of shallot which can resist climate change has not been found yet. Bima shallot can survive because of the government of Brebes District insists on producing local shallot rather than importing shallot from other countries. The farmers are pushed to store 1/3 of the Bima shallot crops then they are used as seeds for the following planting time. In conclusion, the usage of Bima superior seeds actually is not farmers' adaptation strategy. It is because the Bima shallot is the local commodity then the government is willing to keep producing them.
3.1.1.3 Usage of Irrigation and Water Pump

The usage of irrigation and water pump is a form of farmers’ adaptation in facing the problem of water shortage due to drought. In the rainy season, farmers rely on technical and semi-technical irrigation from the river. However, when the dry season comes in September-October, farmers get the water by pumping from wells using diesel. The pumping of the water well costs much more than irrigation during the rainy season. To irrigate 0.5 Ha of land required gasoline with a total of 200 litter until harvest time arrives. The need for pumped well water has increased in the last 5 years due to higher air temperature. The rising temperature caused a longer drought period during the dry season. Even though the dry season lasts shorter than the rainy season. Based on interviews with extension agents and field observations, it can be concluded that this strategy is an adaptation strategy towards climate change because there is increasing use of pump water wells in the dry season with a 5-6% increase.

3.1.1.4 Usage of Pesticide and Fertilization

Climate change, especially the increasing air temperature causes the higher population of Spodoptera litura or Grayak caterpillar as the main pest of shallot. As a result, the high population of Spodoptera litura caterpillar caused crop failure. In coping with this problem, farmers eradicate Spodoptera Litura caterpillar generally by using pesticides. Each farmer has various preferences in using pesticides to eradicate the Grayak caterpillar as a result of the increasing temperature.

Since rising temperatures occur, the use of pesticides has become more unrestrained by farmers. This was because the population of the caterpillar was higher due to the temperature is hotter than usual. This condition encourages farmers to increase the dosage of pesticides they used to handle the caterpillar population explosion.

3.1.1.5 Usage of Land Processing

The phenomenon of climate change in Larangan Village is the increasing rainfall and rainy days. It causes the land condition wet and difficult to cultivate. In the dry season, farmers are easier to cultivate land compared to the rainy season. In the dry season, the ground is only enough to be hoed twice. While in the rainy season, wet soil should be hoed at least three times in order to minimalize the moisture. This way, the use of hoist labor is also increasing that it will also affect the capital issue.

The highly frequent rainy days and intense rainfall in Larangan Village in the past 5 years have caused the land of shallot cultivation to become softer and the fertility level decreases. Therefore, the farmers’ adaptation in the current cultivation of the fields is to increase the amount of labor to hoe the soil compared to previous conditions. Land conditions that are increasingly difficult to be processed due to climate change make farmers have to hire more hoe workers up to 10 people for the processing of land area of 0.25 Ha. In contrast, when the condition of the soil is still easy to process, farmers only need to employ 8 workers. The addition of this workforce can be interpreted as a form of adaptation of farmers in facing one of the consequences of climate change.

3.1.2 Agricultural Financing

Related to the climatic conditions in Larangan Village, when the dry season comes, farmers will spend twice as much as the capital to buy pesticides. It is because the caterpillar attacks are quite high at high temperatures. Moreover, the price of shallot seeds when the research took place was quite expensive. The form of financial strategy related to the impact of climate change by the farmers of Larangan Village is by storing the harvest. As for the other strategies, they are carried out by the farmers simply because they are viewed as a result of having limited capital instead of the impact of climate change.

Economic motivation is more strongly found in the practice of farming activities especially in terms of financing compared with motivation to improve agricultural conditions due to climate change. In general, adaptation by farmers is done spontaneously (autonomously) as encountered in small farmers in some areas. Below is the table on farmers’ adaptation strategy in the agricultural financing aspect, where not all financing adaptation strategies are related to the motivation to secure the farm result due to climate change.
Table 3: Farmers’ Adaptation Strategy in Agricultural Financing Aspects

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No</th>
<th>Adaptation Strategies</th>
<th>Yes (%)</th>
<th>No (%)</th>
<th>Amount (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Agricultural credit (bank)</td>
<td>38 (38.4)</td>
<td>61 (61.6)</td>
<td>99 (100)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Informal loan</td>
<td>50 (50.5)</td>
<td>49 (49.5)</td>
<td>99 (100)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Crop saving *)</td>
<td>28 (28.3)</td>
<td>71 (71.7)</td>
<td>99 (100)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Directly sold</td>
<td>83 (83.8)</td>
<td>16 (16.2)</td>
<td>99 (100)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Debt to fertilization seller</td>
<td>26 (26.3)</td>
<td>73 (73.7)</td>
<td>99 (100)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Others</td>
<td>11 (11.1)</td>
<td>88 (88.9)</td>
<td>99 (100)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*) Farmers’ strategy due to the climate change phenomenon.

3.1.2.1 Agricultural Credit

Based on observations and interviews with the related informants in Larangan Village, there is no specific financing that has been provided to assist farmers who suffered from climate change losses. In the summer, as many as 38.4% of respondents rely on lending institutions to get initial capital to pay for labors, buying seeds and purchasing pesticides. This capital loan is not a specific agricultural credit.

Based on the observations in Larangan Village, there are no special credits of agriculture to cope with farmers’ losses due to climate change. About 2 years before this research, there was once an agricultural loan called PUAP (Rural Agribusiness Development). However, the program did not run well because the farmers were not familiar with the administrative procedures. Similarly, the research done by Husena [7] on the adaptation of farmers in Sumedang Region, describes that in Sumedang area there is no special agricultural credit. There is only one program named PUAP which is increasingly abandoned by farmers due to complex administration processes and collateral systems. Farmers prefer to borrow loans from banks such as Kopabri program and Koferi by mortgaging Proof of Ownership of Motor Vehicles (BPKB) as an alternative form of borrowing loan to formal institutions. If farmers get the sale of shallot after harvest time, then they redeem their motorcycle BPKB that has been mortgaged.

3.1.2.2 Informal Loan

Based on interviews, the informal loan is also an alternative for shallot farmers in Larangan Village in obtaining capital in shallot farming. A total of 50 farmers prefer to obtain capital by borrowing a loan from relatives. Usually, this is done by old farmers who borrow funds from their children. However, if they asked further, this informal loan has nothing to do with losses on climate change. This informal loan process is generally done due to the lack of capital for farming. This case is often faced by farmers, especially when the price of fertilizers and pesticides is getting higher.

3.1.2.3 Crop Saving

At a time when shallot prices are low, farmers prefer to keep the shallot crops rather than selling them. They do hope that the shallot price will be increased if they postpone the shallot selling for about several weeks after harvesting. Farmers also save about 30% -50% of the harvest to be used as seeds that will be planted in the following planting season.

Fig. 1 shows the storage of shallot called para-para. Para-para is a storage container for the shallot that has been harvested. Typically, these bamboo-based entrants are arranged and woven like wooden shelves. Para-para is placed under the roof of the kitchen and above the stove. The placing of para-para on the stove is intended to gain the high temperature of the stove. The high temperature of the furnace will be useful in the process of storing the shallot. It will reduce the moisture of the shallot, kill deadly diseases that may still exist on the bulb of the shallot after harvesting. Shallot stored using para-para can last for about 4-6 months.
The strategy of storing shallots in *para-para* is a strategy for farmers to keep their shallot from being exposed to diseases caused by high humidity. This storage strategy has always been conducted a lot. However, this strategy was recognized by farmers increasingly since 2010. In every rainy month which is impossible for farmers to dry the shallot under the sun, most of the farmers will use *para-para*. In other words, the strategy of storing shallot on *para-para* is a farmers’ adaptation strategy due to the conditions of climate change.

### 3.1.2.4 Direct Selling

The high intensity of rainy days in Larangan Village causes some farmers to have difficulty storing crops at home. There are 83% of respondents prefer to sell crops directly with the debt system rather than storing the crops first and then selling the crops when the price is higher. They do not care whether they can get high or low selling prices. This is because the farmers want to immediately pay the debt to the bank or relatives of the results of trying onion farm. Generally, the character of farmers who directly sell their crops is small farmers who do not want to take risks.

### 3.1.3 Agricultural Diversification

Agricultural diversification consists of horizontal and vertical diversification, including migration and wander. In the context of the impact of climate change on shallot farm in Larangan Village, shallot farmers use the adaptation strategy by planting crops other than shallot (horizontal diversification) and wander. Meanwhile, the strategy of working other than being a farmer (vertical diversification) is done because of the economic impulse. The division of adaptation strategies in the aspect of agricultural diversification by shallot farmers in Larangan Village is presented in the following table.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No</th>
<th>Adaptation Strategy</th>
<th>Yes (%)</th>
<th>No (%)</th>
<th>Amount (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Horizontal diversification (commodity)*</td>
<td>88 (88.9)</td>
<td>11 (11.1)</td>
<td>99 (100)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Vertical diversification (Other jobs)</td>
<td>39 (39.4)</td>
<td>60 (60.6)</td>
<td>99 (100)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Migration (wandering)*</td>
<td>27 (27.5)</td>
<td>72 (72.5)</td>
<td>99 (100)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*) Farmers’ strategy due to the climate change phenomenon.

### 3.1.3.1 Horizontal Diversification

Horizontal diversification by shallot farmers in Larangan Village is conducted based on the consideration of the season. Horizontal diversification is the farmers’ strategy in facing the impact of climate change by planting commodities other than main crops. For the rainy season and several months in the dry season, farmers prefer to grow rice instead of shallot. This is done by farmers to reduce the risk of possible harvest failure or crop decreasing if they force to plant shallots in those seasons. In addition to growing rice, farmers also grow sweet corn or peanuts in consideration because sweet corn and peanuts are more weather resistant. Moreover, planting sweet corn and peanuts are not as difficult as planting shallots in term of maintenance. It will be more difficult especially in times of uncertain climatic conditions. In addition, the capital spent to grow sweet corn is much cheaper than planting shallot.
3.1.3.2 Vertical Diversification

As many as 39% of respondents have various vertical diversification. Most of the respondents become porters, shallot sellers, fishermen, drug traders and agricultural fertilizers, and other occupations both in Larangan Village and outside of Larangan Village. The diversification of these livelihoods was recognized by farmers as motivation to earn more income outside agriculture. This strategy has been done by people in Larangan since a long time ago. Consequently, if it is related to a strategy due to climate change impacts, livelihood diversification is not directly undertaken by farmers due to climate change conditions. It is more because of the economic motivation to earn more income.

3.1.3.3 Merantau (Seasonal Wandering)

The condition of water shortage often occurs in the agricultural area of Larangan Village even though the span of the dry season becomes shorter since a few years ago. This water shortage occurs especially in areas far from water sources such as rivers. Therefore, some shallot farmers prefer to find jobs outside the city.

There are 27% of respondents that chose to wander out of town. Generally, farmers who migrate are farmers who do not have the capital for the following crops during the dry season. It is because the cost of farming in the dry season is quite high, especially for irrigation (when there is no water). Farmers wander out of town like Banyumas and Jatibarang. They work there as sugarcane loggers for 1 month. In addition, other farmers wander to the area of Majalengka as a porter in Jakarta. Wandering is indeed an activity of economic fulfillment of family needs that farmers have done since before agricultural conditions occurred due to climate change. However, based on interviews with respondents who wander outside their area (especially seasoned migrants), they wander outside their area due to the drought in their rice fields. This condition has lasted for 2 years because the drought season is getting worse. Consequently, the farmers wander once in a year when the dry season arrives. Then after the rainy season arrives, they return to their home areas to farm again. Respondents who do this wandering activity are respondents whose land ownership is less than 0.1 Ha.

3.1.4 Knowledge and Social Networking Aspects

Knowledge and social network are defined as all forms of knowledge of farmers either from the farmers themselves or from others in forming the farmers’ adaptation. In this aspect of knowledge and social network, there are identified four issues: farmers’ knowledge about planting and harvesting times, farmers’ knowledge of climate change and handling, farmers’ participation in agricultural training, and farmers’ activities in farmer groups.

Based on observations and interviews, farmers in Larangan Village have not yet adapted the knowledge and social network aspects related to the impact of climate change on shallot farming. The four strategies are still limited to the knowledge and its activities of farmer groups in general.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No</th>
<th>Adaptation Strategy</th>
<th>Yes (%)</th>
<th>No (%)</th>
<th>Amount (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Knowledge about planting and cropping time</td>
<td>73 (73,7)</td>
<td>26 (26,3)</td>
<td>99 (100)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Knowledge about climate change and its handling</td>
<td>15 (15,2)</td>
<td>84 (84,8)</td>
<td>99 (100)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Participation in agricultural training</td>
<td>20 (20,2)</td>
<td>79 (79,8)</td>
<td>99 (100)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Participation in farmers group</td>
<td>34 (34,3)</td>
<td>65 (65,7)</td>
<td>99 (100)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.1.4.1 Knowledge about Planting and Cropping

Public knowledge is generally inseparable from the influence of local or indigenous knowledge that develops in the community. Based on this research, 73.7% of farmers know the time of planting and harvesting in accordance with shallot cropping conditions only based on their own experience of planting shallot. It is because the farmers have a benchmark time in planting the shallot in accordance with existing habits.

In Larangan, there are different customs with other villages. There is a term called "Lerengan" or slopes or "Nglereng", which is in the rainy season, there are some farmers who actually instead plant shallots. Meanwhile, at that time most farmers generally choose to plant paddy. The community of Larangan usually call this term as a kind of farming that challenges the climate. This slope is usually done
by farmers who have large capital to prepare drainage, to buy fertilizer and medicine diseases at a more expensive price. Several farmers do this because almost during the rainy season, the supply of shallot becomes lower than the usual. The lower the supply, the higher the selling price will be. Then several farmers are motivated to gain a big profit by doing slope. This knowledge is still known in farmers there and used as a benchmark in planting shallots. Despite the current uncertain rainfall and rainy days, farmers tend to keep using the benchmark that they usually do.

3.1.4.2 Knowledge about Climate Change and its Handling

Farmers’ knowledge of the climate change condition in Larangan Village is still not very popular. Approximately only 15.5% of farmers are aware of the effects of climate change on shallots, for example, high temperatures will cause an increase in the population of caterpillars and shallot tubers to grow less than the usual with unpredictable weather as happened in 2-5 years ago. However, farmers still do not know how to handle plants affected by climate change very well. They have been relying on the provision of insecticide drugs as a solution to eliminating the growing number of caterpillars caused by high temperatures.

3.1.4.3 Participation in Agricultural Training

Based on information from informants, a total of 20 farmers participated in the agricultural training. This agricultural training is called Good Agriculture Practice Field School (SL GAP). This activity is done in 2012 within 1 month. In SL GAP farmers are taught how to cultivate proper farming. This training is given only to members of farmer groups only. Farmers outside the group were not given access to this training.

Related to climate change conditions, the Department of Agricultural Food and Horticultural Crops of Brebes District organizes SLI (Climate Field School) in several areas. However, this SLI has never been held in Larangan Village. This is because the department considers technical factors such as distance from the office to the village in conducting this training.

The farmers’ knowledge of the knowledge and social network in the Larangan Village has not been referred on the condition of climate change. In other words, there is no farmers' adaptation strategy to climate change in the aspects of knowledge and social networks. This fact is reinforced by the information from the agricultural extension of Larangan Village and the Department of Agricultural Food and Horticultural Crops of Brebes District, that the farmers have not been given the information about climate change either in terms of handling problems or case example.

3.1.4.4 Participation in farmers group

Around 34 respondents are members of farmer groups. In general, the presence of group members at the meeting is quite active. However, the amount of group members who present in the monthly meeting is not always the same. In the interaction of group members, there is an exchange of information related to farming, especially on the usage of new pesticides or on the sale price of shallots. Unfortunately, the group members do not discuss the specific matters in handling the impacts of climate change. The handling of the impacts of climate change has not been discussed in both the farmers' group or community. All adaptation actions are limited to individuals and uninitiated in groups. This is as expressed by one of the farmer group members. He explained that there has been no special attention and discussion in the farmer group on the impacts of climate change.

4 Conclusions

The adaptation strategies of shallot farmers toward climate change phenomenon in Larangan Village on direct case consisted of several aspects; cultivation aspect (changing the planting pattern, using the pump, changing the land management, and increasing the utilization of pesticide), agricultural financing aspect (storing shallot in para-para), and cultural diversification aspect (horizontal diversification/planting other commodities and seasonal transmigration).
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